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mages of nightclubs, fantasies about spa retreats and floating is-
lands on turquoise ocean water hijacks the imagination, the mo-
ment we hear of Thailand. However, the most a�ordable fly-away
destination for urban Indian tourists has a lot more to o�er than

what usually meets the eye. 
These sights are not to be found around popular landmarks, where

most tourists flock, and are often beyond the pages of most travel
magazines. Yet, if you explore the country’s distinctive culture, these
sights will make you ponder, stop and halt in surprise at their unusual
only-in-Thailand nature. It could be the gem market, where precious
stones are sold in vast quantities, or dead telephone booths reminis-
cent of a bygone era. It could be the country’s relationship with cats, a
species that the whole ofi Thailand is in love with. Bollywood looms
large here, overcoming linguistic barriers. The street food extends bey-
ond the regular red or green curry. 

Thailand surprises you with its distinct visual identity, spaces and a
sociocultural milieu that makes the curious traveller pause and re-
think the country’s stereotypical representation in popular culture. 
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An alternative lens
The bits about travel destination Thailand that tourism sites don’t advertise about
are worthy 

Click happy As monsoon skylines become resplendent, one is hard put to find an empty beach without people, or cameras

Queening it all Transpeople often dress up to distribute flyers before dance performances and ramp shows,
and oblige requests to pose with passing tourists 

No one’s calling Footpaths in the city of Mae Sot, towards the Burmese border
with Myanmar, are dotted with dysfunctional phone booths. The streets are home
to Rohingya refugees 

Everyday art Interstate buses display elaborate and colourful gra�ti

Natural selection A great diversity is in store for meat eaters. Apart from the
usual suspects —pork, beef and poultry — turtles, rabbits, frogs, snakes and a few
other varieties of meat are commonly consumed 

The stars shine down Bollywood looms large, often dominating the visual iconography 

Feline company Cats are seen everywhere, from pubs, streets, airports to
parlours.Thai people love cats as pets, and carry them around even while travelling.
Buses and aircrafts are feline friendly


